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Team Tells of oæ

Ii St.
men.
Fifth

A TO Members
’Visit’ Nevada
Unexpectedly

SJS grid contingent arrived in
town yesterday, following its air
safari to Honolulu, Hawaii, where
the Spartans triumphed over Montana, 32 to 7, Friday night.
In the wake of the Spartans’
five-day visit, numerous favorAs a tribute .to their president, able comments about the team
Bob Velladao, Alpha Tau Omega
Harry Beck, the Pi Kappa Alphas reached San Jose. According to
member, was taken late Tuesday
have established a "Harry L. Beck Danny Hill, 5.15 athletic publicity director, "The whole trip
night by a band of 15 AT() pledges
Athletic Award," a plaque to be
made San Jose State even more
to a desolate road on the Oakland
given annually to the Pi Kappa popular in the islands than it
highway. There he was held until
Alpha who has proved himself had been in the past".
the wee hours yesterday morning
outstanding by combining interOf the game, the Honolulu Powhen he was returned to San Jose
collegiate athletics with fraternity lice department said, "It was the
Municipal airport.
best football game ever played in
activities.
Bob Pugh, pilot and pledge, with
Honolulu."
The Pi Kappa Alphas voted
the aid of the other 14 neophytes,
A Pan-American strato-cruiser
shoved Velladao into a light plane Nov. 27 to honor Beck with this flew the team to its destination.
and took off into the yonder blue award because of his outstanding The majority of the team members
for Nevada. Around 8 o’clock yes- performances with the San Jose had never been to the islands beterday morning the plane went in
fore.
State football team and as a leadfor a smooth landing on an old
Harry Beck, star Spartan fullabandoned Army airport stuck er in his fraternity.
back, described the
reception
about six miles out from the ghost
Beck scored the first Spartan given the team by the Police deFlower leis, typical gestures of Hawaiian hospitality, were pre- town of Genoa.
touchdown in seven of the 10 partment, sponsors of the game.
sented to the Misses Doris Barberez and Jackie Lee, Physical EduPugh, once again in the air, games and he now holds the San "We were met in typical Hawaiian
cation department secretaries, by Bruce Halladay, guard, and Harry
Beck, fullback, when they returned from Honolulu yesterday morn- could see only a speck where stood Jose State rushing record. He has style. An orchestra wearing flowVelladao, shrouded in bitterness.
proved himself on the field as both ered shirts played "Aloha" while
photo by Gilmore.
ing.
an excellent ball carrier and punt- several native girls danced the
hula. We all were given leis."
er.
Beck, a transfer from the UniThe team was given a police
versity of Southern California, escort to the Moana hotel which
came into the Delta Pi chapter of is located on Waikiki beach. The
Pi Kappa Alpha soon after its next two days were spent workfounding here and was elected its ing out for the game. Coach Bob
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
second president.
Bronzan said, "The boys took
practive seriously and put off all
Vol. XXXIX San Jose, Calif., Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1950 No. 43
forms of recreation until after
the game."
The Traveliers, San Jose guarFollowing the game Friday
night, a dance was held in honor of
tette popular among San Jose
both teams at the Moana.
el 7
is
are to be I /0 1)
State college students,
.
Despite the fact that fists flew
featured at the annual girls’
during, the actual-game and It, was
played up by the newspapers, the
Ten dramatic skits, dancing, refreshments, and keen interclass
"Jinx" tomorrow night at 7 o’clock
dance was characterized by a rein the ballroom of the Catholic competition will fill the four hours of the Junior-Senior Mixer to be
Freshman Camp has a new di- laxed, friendly atmosphere among
NVomen’s Center, sponsored by the held Friday evening, according to Chuck Benson, junior mixer rector for the 1951 season with the members of both teams. A
chairman.
the appointment yesterday of Lud
Associated Women Students.
description of the postThe Mixer will be held from 8 to 12 p.m. in the Student Union, Spolyar by the Student Council. one-word
game affairs by Harry Beck is
According to Nancy Embshoff,
*and is open to juniors, seniors and Spolyar was recommended by the
"active".
"Jinx" chairman, the Travellers
their guests. Admission charge will Freshman Camp committee under
Saturday both teams went on a
evening
an
in
be
25
cents.
featured
be
are to
the leadership of 1950’s chairman, joint tour of Oahu. The sightFive skits will be presented by Ron LaMar.
of entertainment which will include
seeing trip was highlighted with a
A ditto of yesterday’s weather each of the two competing classes.
The Council also granted the picnic. More parties followed that
fortune tellers, a pie-eating confor
today.
These will be judged and awarded Freshman Camp committee evening while some fellows took a
test, relays, prizes, and refreshOkay, so you forgot what yes- points according to originality and $161.47 to "bail them out of the midnight swim.
ments . . . all to the theme of
"Birthdaze." There is to be a terday was like. The drudgeries presentation. Attendance figures red". The deficit occurred beThe players more or less split up
ieading by Marilyn Russell, sing- of campus life do tend to crowd for each class will be the basis for cause of two reasons, declared La- Sunday and visited points of ining by Jean McPherson, and a out the lesser things from the col- awarding additional points. Total Mar. First the Korean war limited terest and friends. A great many
legiate noggin. For the less re- points accumulated will determine the number of men expected to of the players had close friends
drum solo by Joyce Malone.
Pedal pushers and slacks are to tentive minds that are trying to the winning class and that class attend. Second the slash in en- there, according to Coach Bronbe the mode of dress. Admission get something out of this, we re- will be awarded a filing cabinet, rollment for San Jose State cut zan.
will be nine cents. Tickets are peat: Fair today, with low-lying according to Benson.
the attendance in half. One whole
That night a luau thrown in
being sold at the library arch, and fog in the early hours; little
Dancing will be to records and camp at Asilornar had to be can- the best of Hawaiian tradition
will be sold at the door the night change in temperature. Just why games planned by the joint -com- celled because of the drop in en- %Vas given in honor of the visityou’re trying to get something out mittee of the two classes will be rollment.
of the affair.
ing teams. They enjoyed such
The cancellation cost $90.00. An native delicacies as poi, raw salMiss Embshoff urges all SJS of this is beyond us; we sure don’t those best suited for playing in
put anything into it.
additional $42.00 was spent for mon, and stuffed pig, on which
women to attend.
the Student Union.
color movies to be used for future they "gorged themselves".
Chairmen of the Mixer, themed advertising. The Council requestIt was at this affair that the
"Harvest Time," will be Donna ed that a breakdown on expenses "sensational team of BondeliePlan, senior, and Chuck Benson, be submitted by the Intramural Menges-Gallagher gave its version
junior. Lud Spolyar will be mas- Sports department before granting of the hula while the real devotees
9
ter of ceremonies. Patrons are them their request of $250.
of the art watched in bewilderMilton Lanyon, adviser to the
The Salvation Army’s Charity ment."
Senior class council, and Donald football game in Spartan Stadium
Danny Hill said the feast was
TOKYO, Wednesday, Nov. 29. for permission to bomb Manchur- Sevrens, adviser to the Junior between the San Jose Packers and
keynoted when Menges suddenly
ian
bases.
class council.
United Nations forces in NorthThe Seattle Ramblers on. Dec. 6 appeared on the stage and cried
The spokesman said MacArthur
received a go-ahead signal by the in Al Jolson’s mammy style, "Aim
west Korea fought an "entirely was expected
The
Junior
class
council
meets
to make the request
new war" today, retreating step- again in a bid to halt the Chinese this afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in Student Council. The council voted thinks this is livin!"
5-4 to allow the Salvation Army
Several players showed themby-step in desperate delaying ac- Communist offensive in North the Student Union. Dick Osborn,
junior class president, requests all to endorse the student body insur- selves to possess rare talents,
Korea.
tions against 200,000 Chinese Comstudents having a part in the Mix- ance policy on football games at especially Bob Oseborne and Bob
munists and attempting to plug a
er-planning to be present at this Spartan Stadium with the stipu- Amaral, according to Coach BronOPEN AGGRESSION
lation "that it was not setting a zan. They seemed to be real
widening gap in their lines.
LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y., Nov. afternoon’s meeting.
precedent."
beach boys so far as surf boards
General Douglas MacArthur, in 28.The United States accused
Applications for the position of went," said Bronzan, "but Bill Wilan amazing communique describ- Communist China today of
male junior justice will be accept- son, Frank Morriss, and Gene Mening the disastrous turn of the "open and notorious aggression"
now in the Student Body office. ges stole the show. The latter
ed
war, said that new issues had In Korea and the Peking governIncumbent "Lucky" Rogers left three tried in vain to ride an outarisen which could be settled only ment’s spokesman at the United
Monday for Army service.
rigger and were dumped contin"within the councils of the United Nations replied Immediately
ugly into the surf."
the
of
chanCelleries
that he would not discuss the
_Natiolis and
One of the most huMarottlillitsituation in thisillond-d
%I.;0
eideuts during the whole tripdirectory will soon, be available
peninsula.
"There exists," the general
occurred in the hotel dining
here for those who need a hangsaid, "obvious intent and prepMAYBE FILIBUSTER
room. It overlooked the beach
out-hunter.
aration for support of the Chiwhere various alluring females
WASHINGTON, Nov. 28.Sennese Communist troops by heavy
The "Blue Key", a vest-pocket
Edgar A. Smith, graduate of were sunning themselves while
reinforcements now concentrated ate debate on the Alaska State- directory for the use of students
within the privileged sancttutry hood Bill began today amid indi- here, is slated for publication San Jose State college and man- attired in the briefest of brief
north of the international boun- cations that southern opponents of "sometime before Christmas vaca- ager of Merced County Mosquito bathing suits.
Thursday, a new situation conAbatement district, will speak at a
dary and constantly moving for- the measure may filibuster.
tion", according to John Moeller,
Chairman Joseph C. O’Mahoney, publicity chairman for the Blue meeting of the Entomology club at fronted the tfiArn in the dining
ward.
room, and hotel officials myster8 o’clock this evening in S210.
"Consequently, we face an en- D., Wyo., of the Senate Interior Key service organization.
The meeting on the control of iously explained that the large
Committee told the senate that
tirely new war."
Moeller said that booths will be the mosquito menace will be open canvas had been put over the winA report from an authoritative statehood for Alaska and Hawaii
British source said that MacArthur would be "the complete answer to located throughout the campus. to the public, Norman Lewis, club dows to ’keep the sun out of the
players’ eyes’.
The directory will sell for 35 cents. president, says.
asked the United Nations Oct. 12 Soviet propaganda."

A Levi -clad Californian is
trudging along the deserted
country-side of Nevada today
and is probably cursing the
day he ever saw a pledge.
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By NANCY LOUGHLI
ns(J)KDOWNS
With a 4000-mile round-trip to par el itg’
s
40
well -tanned San Jose State college football p a
awoke this morning and found themselves faced with the dismal task of resuming the
daily ritual of classes while the rest of the Spartan peasantry considered it just another Wednesday. Gaily bedecked with leis, the
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Atomic War Etiquette

Nausea Clue
To Radiation
Sickness
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Make-up Editor this issue

D. Dixie Wise

international
Unlike national,
morality and holiness is rapidly
going down the drain.

(Ed. Note: This is the third in
a series of articles dealing with
your chances of survhal in the
event of an atomic bomb attack. Information is taken from
the new government pamphlet
"Survival Under Atomic Attac.")

know what’ll happen to you when
you get a dose of the stuff.

School Backing Key to Rabid Grid Support
Fresh from a convincing victory over a PCC club in the land of
poi and palms, San Jose State college’s "Golden Raiders" ended their
first big-time football season. Athletically, it was a great success.
The team hit harder and fought more aggressively than any we
bave seep_in a long time. Coach Bob Bronzan and ’his cohorts have
I’hat it takes to win in any type of competition.
-.Vnaticially, the score was not quite so cheerful. Only one
local crowd went above 15,000 despite the top independent
teams (Loyola, Sinta Clara, St. Mary’s) brought here.
It Was obvious that the P.E. department went after the downtown
cash customer, somewhat overlooking the student body. In their
effort to--cp. commercial quickly they neglected to consider that without complete school support there’ can be no town support.
A rabid, yes we said rabid, school backing by the student body
must be present before any excitement is generated by the "streei
Car alumni".
This -rabid support was not there despite the best Spartan
team in a decade. The lack of spirit showed itself in many ways.
There was the failure of the "Rooters’ Train" to Stockton; there
was the noticeable lack of rivalry with cross-town "rtval" Santa
Clara; there was the complete absence of campus-raiding between Spartans and Bengals (the first time in the history of this
’’traditional").
College hijackers’ were conspicuous by their absenceWhy?
Probably- the main reason was the presence of a very real and
very "shooting" war in the land of Korea. With one eye on the
headlines and the other on the postman many students did not know
whether they were in college or not.
A second reason was the deliberate playing -down of rivalry
between traditional foes like COP and cross -city Santa Clara.
Its purpose was to insure that no "incidents" would cause a discontinuance of relations. It was succesful to an exaggerated
degree.
So toned -down has been the publicity that a large amount
of school spirit has been lost in the process. That’s the way it
was this year.
What happens next season will be up to the athletic department
and the student body.
One thing is certain. There can be no fan support If there is
not red-hot, rabid, our team is going places,- school backing. The
fans want more than just a football game. (They can shop around in
this area amongst Stanford, California. St. Mary’s, USF, Santa Clara,
the49..ers and the San Jose Packers).
Thetl has to be solid rivalry, competition, and SPIRIT.
At least least we don’t have to worry about television yet!

Exit the Era of Flunk yism
, Art is a hobgoblin to the layman. Some shun it, some hold it in
mild SeOff1; while others flee from it. Collegians are in this last group.
A Pica.sso_is a fetish, a Dali is an absurdity and any work of art With
meaning-is-a sham, to the dubious eye of this group.
Americo has long played the role of flunky to Europe in the fine
arts field:The era of flunkyism is coming to a close, with the upsurge
of a young, vibrant, aesthetic being, embodied NI literature, music
and art,The ltdServe Book room now plays lost to contemporar ; art work
the New York
that is. as American _as a hot dog: a, out,tanding
Yankees. -- - The exhibit was lent by the IBM corporation. As with other
exhibits on campus, arrangements for securing it took over a year.
The public will view this show, the art majors will assay the work
critically, but will art-shy SJS students attend? These shows are
aimed e+ the appreciation of art, for the patrician or plebeian in
the field.
If Kale Woodruff’s "Girls Jumping Rope" looks like a circus
handbill-iie-Aem, or Stuart Davis’ "Ursine Park- more like pandemonium parlor, they are not to be called down for their callous observationslead them to Porter’s "Harlem Saltimbanques", Morgan’s Mississipppi River Stevedore," or Whitaker’s "Geogniannah Po’h," and
perhaps they’ll find art to their liking.
The average visitor to the show probably cant distinguish a
realistic from a romantic painting, but he can recall "A Monday
Morning in March" and sense the "Anatomy pf the Storm," and that
MD.
is, after all, what the artist intended.

Major War Cl se--Cla
CHARLP.STON, S.C., Nov. 28
(UP) Gen. Lucius D. Clay said
last night that Western Europe is
"dangerously slow" about rearming. He sugegsted using Marshall
plan funds for war production at
home unless our allies show a "renewed determination to get
ready."
"We are coming dangerously
close to a major war," Clay said.
"It is now time to determine those
countries and those people that
are :prepared fully to join us in a
mutual defense of freedom and at

the ’Same time share with us all
the sacrifice that may result.
"We cannot delay our decision
or divert our effort to obtain the
support of those who are unwillihg
to declare their intentions now.
"Unless we can be
armament if faking

sure that replace," Clay
said, "should we not ask ourselves
if any of the money being used to
strengthen Europe could be employed more effectively in incroa-sing our own -strength." -- Clay questioned the reasoning
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International
Morality

By EVAN STEPHEN

A backstage view of the epitome of this "holiness", the United
States, shows clearly how the delOffice: Publications Building (1193) on E. San Carlos street.
icacy of the international situation
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
is forcing us to abandon our up
Editorial, Ed. 210 Advertising Dept., Ext. 211
Telephones: CYpress 4-6414
to now "holier than thou" attitude
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders.
and embracing the Policy of gathBy JACK HULSE
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager
JACK RUSSELLEditor
As potential candidates for radi- ering allies allies with armies and
ation sickness, maybe you should strategic geography.

rtssodaled toleekie Press
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What happens will make you
sick at your stomachfor .real.
Stomach sickness is the first
symptom of radiation sickness.
It’ll usually show up several hours
after exposure.
You’ll
vomit,
which’il give you a clue as to
what’s ailing you unless you’re
lucky enuogh to be undergoing a
hangover. Assuming that you’ve
got bomb blues, the following rule
will hold: the bigger your sickness the sooner you’ll vomit. (To
quote the U.S. booklet: "For a
few days you might continue to
feel below per and about two
weeks later most of your hair
might fall out."
The optimist who wrote the
booklet says that if you get sick
enough to have your hair fall
out, you have a 50-50 chance to
reemer
fullyincluding
your

There was a time not so long
ago when our diplomatic attitude

abhorred and shunned a country
that was not on the "good side"
or which did not have the best interests of humanity at heart. All
this former piousness on our part
came about more or less following our entrance on stage as a
major world power in 1899.
With the acquisition of the
Caribbean and Pacific islands
formerly belonging to Spain we
became "maternal" a-nd "pedagogical" to the "barbarians";
we were the "champion of poor
downtrodden individuals"; it was
essential that every minority be
indoctrinated in democracy and
have a chance at "life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness."

that a dictator rules a country
or that a country fought on the
side of the Nazis of Faciata during the late war.
We have found that the shadow
of the stars and stripes do not
have the magical power that they
-used to possess; our Voice of
America programs have been stymied; we are reduced to the practice of "eating crow" and "kowtow" to countries and persons who
"untouchable".
previously
were
We are doing this to stop the

spread of Communism. It boils
down to trying to do everything
possible to stop this plague and
becoming semi-hypocrites or hoping that States will soon "see the
light" and throw off their oppressors. The former is in full
swing; unlike Christ, we can not
say: "I am the light of the world:
he that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have
the light of life;" that is, we can
not say this and yet sound con-

vincing.
Spanish-U.S. diplomatic relations recently were spliced together again after a four-year
break and nations now can resume relations with Spain. the
U.N. decreed. It is rumored in
Anybody that didn’t respect our
Washington that a full United
good works or who blocked our States ambassador will soon be
intentions was a heel and a threat
saprinted to the Iberian peninto get rid of.
uSpain, because of its Catholic
Now however, there are two
ideologies fighting for world rec- heritage, long has been the avowed
Chiang
ognition: the eastern ’and the enemy of Communism.
western. Advocates of the eastern Kai-shek is on Formosa with his
variety never did have a morality back to the blue Pacific, but still
to worry about, at least not after the fear of the easterners dictates
they were fully entrenched in their our maintaining a love for this

hair.
The next question is "Where can
I hide?"
As with everything else about
the bomb, the answer depends on
your proximity to the explosion.
"Within one-half mile of the ’surface point directly beneath the
Chinese foe of Communism.
explosion, the shock wave from mother country following WWI.
Following the termination of the
Perhaps the silliest and exan atomic bomb is sure to flatten
most houses. Out to a distance of latest fracas, the easterners, (en- Oen-test example of U.S. backof about one mile, steel, brick, and dowed with a better geographical pedalling in this regard is the

"bear -hug" which we are now
giving Tito and Titoism, another
species of Communism. Tito’s
Communism is different from
Stalin "democracy" because he
gave the man in the Kremlin the
bird, and besides, Tito does not
have a moustache.
across the tiltt ’to- the ’liberated"
Marshall plan and defense aid
peoples around the Amur, Danube is now or soon will be on its way
and Po rivers.
to Tito -simply because he gave
But today, the United States,
Stalin the bird.
most stalwart of the westerners,
Stopping Communism is essenis finding it prlictical, even
tial; but let’s not make fools and
chumps of ourselves in the process.
- neeessa-ry, to overlook the fact

wooden structures are likely to be location, similarity of language,
mores and physical attributes)
soon "enlisted" the services of the
defeated countries in Europe and
Eurasia.
The westerners withdrew back to the family. hearths
Because upper floors of houses
and relied on the Marshall plan
are Most likely to collapse, get
and their supposed ability to get
way down in the basement. , Let

damaged beyond repair. Farther
out, there is less destruction, but
serious damage may be expected
to extend as far as two miles."

the

pamphlet take you ,from
flat along the outer
wall or near the base of some
heavy supporting. column. Jinn
would be even safer under a
cellar work bench or ’heavy
table. stay away from the (WW1
die of the floor uhere falling
beams (may) strike you."
Though you may be trappeein
the wreckage down in the basement, still your over-all chances
are better than in the top story.
Basements are also a good shelter
against blast, heat and radioactivity.
A pretty coed asks: "What shall
I ’do if I don’t have my basement
with me?"
.
Answer: look around the immediate area for shelter. Do this
before they drop the bomb. This
way you’re ready, basement or
not. Such a shelter might be a
gully, (’ulvert, or an easy -toreach building. Just flop down
any
your
housemother
won’t ask any questions. "Even
a high bank will offer some protection .
When students aren’t in class,

there"lie

the coop, or Cinebar, they’re
usually at home. Here’s some tips
on how to make your home fairly
safe. "Fireproof" your house by
picking up all trash and stashing
it in covered containers. If an
"alert" is sounded, close all doors
and windows and pull down your
shades. This will help keep out
fire sparks. Throw the switch that
shuts off your oil burner. "Your
local utility companies can give
you detailed instructions about
your gas, pilot lights, and so on.
If you have a coal -burning furnace
or wood stove be sure to close -at
its fuel and draft doors.
If there is no warning of attack,
take the above precautions right
after the raid.
you need a light,
don’t use a match or candle. Better buy a flashlight.

If

THRUST and PARRY
Sal Studeitis Answer League Plans
Dear Thrust and Parry:
even Notre Dame has her troubles.
We have just read the article in On the other hand, according to
the Nov. 21 issue of the Spartan
Daily entitled "Press Box", by
Manny Alves. We wish to take
issue with some of the statements
found therein, concerning the proposed -"rrideixndent
Conference".
The comments we are about to
make are strictly those of two
Santa Clara students and not
necessarily those of the faculty.
First of all, Nlanny’s comment
that a conference title. would
probably bring a bowl hid conceivably is correct, but we do
not see where that is any incentive for Santa Clara. After all,
Santa Clara’s past record shows
quite convincingly that when
they have a team that deserves
bowl consideration, they get it.
The most proximate eXample being the Orange Bowl team of
last year.
As to St. Mary’s, it seems that

their’ past record also indicates
that they are capable of getting
major bowl bids as an independent. Can any of the other teams
proposed for the league say the
same? (Or could this be the reason why all the other teams in the
so-called confereriteare avora
to joining it?)
We also resent his statement
that, "It would also stimulate
public Interest in the smaller
college brand of football". If
Manny wishes to classify San
Jose State’s football team as
small time, who are we to
argue? We certainly do not wish
to classify our football team the
1411171e.

local newspapers, San Jose has its
best team in its history. In other
words, San Jose’s team at its best
beat Santa Clara at her worst by
four points.
Manny also said that the CalBronco game is not a money
maker.
My goodness; aren’t
crowds of 40,000 sufficient to
clear a little? We’d like Manny
to point out where we could
make as much money playing
one of the proposed teams in
except
his conference. That
St. Mary’s and USE, whom we
have been continually playing
for many years anyway. After
all, how many sell-outs did State
have in its relatively small
17,000-seat stadium during the
period of the last five yearsa
As for Santa Clara, we would

like to point out, just for the
record, the sell-out crowds when
they played Rice, Kentucky, and
Oklahoma (incidentally, the largest crowd ever to witness a football game in that state). Also
note the money -making crowds
when Santa Clara played Cal.,
Stanford, and UCLA.
have to gain by joining the Conference? We like her Just as
she isan independent. If San
Jose likes conferences she should
have stayed in the one she was
in, and not now bemoan the fact
she must walk the road of an
independent.
We wrote, Mr. Alves, because

that Marshall plan countries would
retard their recovering by diverting the funds to war production.
He said prosperity had been
we think that you and the S.ts
achieved in the United States and
students should hear our side of
Europe even when "substantial
True, Santa Clara is not now the argument.
portions of the rfortional productive enjoying hex’ best season, in fact,
Gerald W. Shipsey, ASB 1125
powers were used.’’
her worst in many yearsbut then
John L. Seitz, ASB 1126

(de
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Fitr:’-Aw’it’y Places. [Announcements
By MOISES de GUZMAN
Everft.’ junior college: If came to pass that students of this college thoisghtof a better way to settle the feud of first deters. QuestionIs it permissible to kiss on first date? The Nosy News column
of the "Clipper," college organ, published the result. JoAnn Cords
Depends on how fell he is. Miriam Del Ducalf be’s blond it’s all
right. Joyce VaiJar

Ye Gads!

University of North Carolina:
A professor and his students were
arguing in a physic lab class about
what makes jet planes fly.
A violent looking student became irritated with so much time
spent. He growled in bitter sarcasm denouncing the professor’s
principles. "And how do you know
so much about jets?" the excited
prof exclaimed.
"I flew one for two arid a half
yeara,"smiled the student.
Syracuse university.: "Tda-Amer- ican Avorrien.woars,ze pants in her
family," Frenchman Francois Lefebvre exclaimed, when a university coed interviewed him on the
Syracuse campus.
When the lay reporter threw
barrages of interrogations about
French men’s and women’s behavior and how they are differentiated With the Americans,
s said, "You American
Fr
women expect too much from
life."
He said that American women
expect to be treated like "queens."
Finally, the quite astonished interviewer asked about French
women.
"Ah . . . they are really women.
To them, men are ideals .
After the Daily Orange reporter
eoulit find any excuse to stop
the -now-irate" freshman from
throwing counter -punches against
American women, she shifted he:
topic to love -making. "Are Frenchmen really great lovers?"
Francois straightened out his
6-foot frame and a look of pride
lbeamed in his blue eyes. "No one
can heat a Frenchman at love
making." (Ed. note: Ain’t those
WW II American veterans the
greatest lovers in France? They
sure did fine as far as love went I.
- - - -

Classified Adsi

WANTED
Wanted: Instructor or student
to operate business on part-time
basis. $250. Fully secured investment required. For further information call CY 2-2995.

Cal Vets: From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today, Mr. J. D. Murchison will be !
in Room 32 to ansilver questions on
eligibility for next quarter, and
other matters.

’Golden

Tau Delta Phi: Members and
pledges meet in Tower tonight at
17:30.

Boy’

Dec. 7-12

Well, San Jose State is quite
well-known these days. The College of the Sequoias, Visalia, has
taken notice of what vve are doing in Spartan campus. The Campus, student paper, has reprinted
with some quips annexed on the
story that "San Jose State college
and the UCLA are debating
whether which school has the pret.
ties coed students."
The Campus virtually eliminated
the possible debate that "the best
looking girls are right here on our
own campus." (Ed’s note . . . Sequoias can grow on that campus).

I
-6

a concentration camp for two and
one-half years.
All interested persons are invited to attend, according to Marian Johnson, missions chairman of
CCF.

Science Teachers
Discuss Vectors

Potluck will he the nature of
dinner for members of the natural
science faculty and their families
in the Student Union this afternoon at 6:30, according to Prof.
Arthur Williams, chairman of the
Students planning on attending
affair’s social committee.
Campbell retreat, sign up at Student Y and pay fees by tomorrow
Trip movies of the West Coast
noon.
Nature school will be shown following the dinner.
Torch and Sword: Tonight at
7:30 meet in B63.
Delta Phi Delta: Business meeting in Room -Al, 3:30 p.m. today.

Christmas Cards
for esery person

Student Body: Blue Key student directory will be ready early
in December.

STATIONERY
Wonderful 94’ leeriest,
popularly priced

WAA Tennis: Meet, rain. or
shine, in Women’s gym 3:30 p.m.
today. Plan to play if weather is
fair. Remember Stanford playday.
Saturday, Dec. 2.

GIFT ITEMS
Figurines, Ceramics
Copper and brass items
Pictures framed and untrained
Plorals, children, animals
Gift wraps, ribbons. seals
Tags, paper co" table cloths
Napkins and matches personalized
Printing for :ill purposes

ACS Affiliates: Members and
chemistry majors may attend
meeting at Stanford university’s
chemistry building tomorrow night
at 8 o’clock. Dr. Price, head of
Chemistry department at Notre
Dame university, will speak on
"Electrical Factors Affecting Organic Reactions." Transportation
by private car.

HIS FIRST TRIP TO . .

Sigma Delta Pi: 7:30 o’clock. tonight meet at Aurora de la Rosa’s,
2156 The Alameda.

-

MELVIN

I:triar:Itoinnfr&N

118 S. SECOND
East Sid.
South of San Fernando

KEN’S
Pine Inn

DINNERS from 75c
Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Always Fresh Vegetables

Students going to Asilornar
Christmas conference get deposit

255 So. 2nd

LOOK YOUR BEST--

A Study In Arrow Shirt-o -logy

ALWAYS!

Utah Land Boom
SALT LAKE CITY (UP) Real
estate men from all parts of Utah
agree that the present world crisis
and current talks of this-or-that
large city being a good target for
atom bombs seems to be driving a
lot of city folks into the _rural real
(’state market.
Land prices in Utah have not
boomed as high as in other parts
of the nation hut realtors report
an increasing reluctance of farmers to part with their land at present prices.

"PAR"

’DART’

A New Record
Every Month
With your purchase of an RCA
Victor 45 you receive free, each
month, for the nest Six -months,
any ’,1112r-Eriltrellt at-lrisor
choice.
The Victor 45 is easy to attach
. . easy to play.
Only 12.95

9ep9aont,6

You’re Always Right
In an Arrow White!
Oxford-4.9S-

Broadcloth ’3$5’

You’ll always be dressed right in an Arrow
white shirt . . . first choice with college men
everywhere! Regular, button-down, and widespread collars. Sanforized -labeled, of course.
Come in for yours today.

WOOd

3

in

Siore

3.65 up
A

Campus -favorite collar styles ... made as
only Arrow can make ’em.

-----LEvery shirt Sanforized-Labeleil
. less
than 1% shrinkage! Long wearing fabrics.
C Mitoga tailored ... cut with easy tapering
from shoulder to waist . . . no waistline
bunching!

D

Extra durable buttons firmly anchored on.

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR

181

30 E. SAN FERNANDO
f OR

ARNOW

014

I ...

UNIVIRSITY

8

-Missionary Landis to gpeak
Before CCF Group Today"

Senior Class Council: Names of
senior class council members eligible for council keys posted on
senior
bulletin
board outside
President’s- office. Deposit $1 at
The Rev. Roderick Landis, vetGraduate Manager’s office any eran missionary
from the Philtime before Dec. 8, and pay bal- ippine,
will speak at a meeting
ance when key is received.
of the Christian Collegiate FelDecember Graddates: Gradua- lowship in Room S216 at 12:30
tion announcements may be pur- p.m. today.
chased this year. Place ordt:rs with
For the past 18 years Rev. LanVictor LaMar Pine Printing, 82 S. dis has done missionary work
Second street, ant time this week. among elements of the Moro tribe
Cost: $1.90 per dozen.
of Southern Mindanao in the Philippines. The Moro are known for
Soph Mass Meeting: Those conDuring
cerned with mass meeting gather their war-like nature.
World War II he and his family
in Student. Union today at 2:30
p.m., especially those on publicity, were interned by the Japanese in
If you have 2:30 class, come after
in at Stufsent Y by tc.rnorrow.
class is out.

FOR SALE
"Music Rath Charms", "My
Waltz With You" and "Belk of
Victory March." For piano. Words
and music. By copyright owner.
$1.17 C.O.D. M. Amlie, 237 S.
Delta Phi Upsilon: 3:30 p.m. toFirst street.
Camera: 2x2 ;4 Cyroflex. F-35 day. Meet in B7.
Eta Epsilon: Christmas toy work
leas; case, filter. Holder and filter, excellent. $60. Ph. CY 5-5430. tonight at 7:15 in Home Economics
building.
Those wishing pins,
bring money as no orders taken
FOX MINT
Seems .for Men: Use of phone, -until full price paid.
piano. Parking. $15 per month.
Flit Alpi& Theta: General meet426 S. Seventh street. CY 3-1938. ing at 271 S. Fourth street, ApartSingle room for boy: Large ment A, 12:10 p.m. today.
room, double bed, desk. Newly
Occupational Therapy Club:
painted. $20 per month. 311 S.
Miss Lucille Daniels to talk on
14th street. CY 3-8376.
physical therapy at 7:30 tomorrow
Girls: Room and board. $55 per night in B72.
month. Every convenience. 298 S.
12th street. CY 3-7648.
CCF: Today at 12:30 p.m. meet
Completely furnishe d, clean in S216.
rooms, co-op kitchen. Near school.
Alpha Delta Sigma*: Discussion
Four men. 357 S. Ninth street.
of San Francisco initiation in
CY 4-2902.
Room B93 tonight at 7 o’clock.
Room and Board for one or two
Kappa Delta Pi: Business meetcollege girls in very lovely home.
Twin beds. On Bus line. Call ing and pledge service in Room
Al, today 4:30 p.m. Old members
CLayburn 8-3181.
Bedlam Gables. Rooms for men. and candidates please attend.
With or without kitchen priv. $20
AWS: Final business meet beand $25 per mo. 265 N. Fifth fore Jinx, today at 4:30 p.m. in
street. CY 3-9970.
Room 24.
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Production Uses ’Y’ Conference
’Wagon’ Stagecraft Registration
Deadline Set

What Mystery
Lurks Behind
Commuting?
By RON MARCUS
Commuting is nerve wracking!
Some 1401 San Jose State college students have their nerves
wracked five days out of the
week.
Not only do they hoist their
frat_bodies upon commercial conifeyances every Schoolday morning, but they must return from
whence they came in a like manner.
I feel sorry for 1401 students.
I am a commuter. Better, I am
a veteran commuter. I have
horsebacked, roller skated, dog
sledded, bussed anti trained to
&IS from a northern province
for going on two years.
I can’t last much longer. With
benzadrine and bifocals I might
be able to make it for another
quarter.
You’re unkind enough to ask
why I and 1400 others do it if
it’s that bad?? So I’ll tell you.
I go through with it because I
have a nice place to live (low
rent) and I eat well. I like this.
Some commuters I have met
have other reasons.
For Instance, one girl told me she
was forced to commute because
she didn’t like the movie theaters in this town .. her daddy
wouldn’t buy her a pink Henry
Jr. to drive around in down here
. . . . and she simply hated to
leave her tired old mother home
alone at night.
General concensus seems to be
that living conditions were such
at the time that they couldn’t
find a place in San Jose where
they could eat as good and live as
high as their present dwellings
allowed. The present abode being
far enough away so that they
have to commute.
What is it that contributes most
to the nervous condition of the
commuter?
Good question.
In the first place, one has to
get up early in the morning to
make the train, hop the bus or
climb into his car if he lives
any distance from the college.
This is not good.
Another thing, if you ride the
train or bus you are bound to
run into a "yak it up" faction.
This group is usually composed
of small children on their way
to school. Some go to grammar
school, some to high school, all
of them yak loudly .
constantly.
If they "yak it up" loud in
the morning when they are not
quite awake, you can imagine
what it’s like when they are on
their way home after a refreshing
day at school.
I can remember clearly the first
day I took an afternpon northbound from SJ to my ,home. ’I
had pettled :comfortably
seat, .determined to scan a chapter
in my new bird book when it
happened..
As we approached a stop not
far from SJ, sounds resembling
the screams of a band of aborigine
warriors charging a wild boar
could be detected in the distance.
The din increased until finalfootsteps
ly
frenzied
were
heard in the vestibule, and 15
or more medium sized boys
(ha) attacked the car. Coats
were thrown on hooks with
amazing inaccuracy, seats were
thrown back to accommodate
groups of six, and card games
materialized.
Now, ’back to my warm milkand, sedative, and the moral of
the story.
Them that wants comfort and
other good things have to pay for
them . . . the hard way . . . five
days a week.

By NANCY LOUGHLIN

"Gorden Boy", Clifford Odds’
drama of an aspiring young concert violinist who turns to prizefighting, is, by virtue of its rapidly -shifting scenery, a difficult
productioe to stage, according to
Mr. J. Wendell Johnson, stage designer for the college Speech and
Drama department plays.
This condition coup:ed with the
fact that the Little Theater is extremely small necessitated some
heretofore untried techniques in
the way of stagecraft for Little
Theater production.
"There are 12 scenes in the
play’s three acts," stated Mr.
Johnson. "These scenes are portrayed in five different settings,
two interiors, two exteriors, and
a gymnasium where much of
the action occurs.

Eager bidders shout
tioneer comes to town.
campus on Nov. 16, the
total of $8,200. The next
Brat of next year.

and holler when "Chet" Scudder the aucshown above during his last isit to the
genial salesman bid off nine houses for a
sales event will not be held until after the
photo by Gagnon.

"In order to accommodate the
ever-changing settings, we are going to employ wagon stages." To
the unitiated in the crafts of stake
design, a wagon stage is a movable platform which has permanent scenery. Mr. Johnson and the
stage crew, under the direction of
Mr. James Lioi, will use four of
these.

Such frequent scene changes, if
carried on behind a curtain, would
consume too much time. This will
19 C avoided by Mr. Johnson’s al!lowing the scenery shifts to take
place before the audience. Members of the stage crew dressed in
black ballet -type costumes will
arrange the scenery in full view
of the audience. Colored lights
By MEL GAGNON
against a black background will
"If you can’t make a living auctioneering, you don’t belong in present an eerie atmosphere to
business!" are the words of advice passed on by "Chet" Scudder, the activities on-stage.

’Chet’ Scudder Advises
Would-be Auctioneers

the
veteran auctioneer who Was in San Jose recently to bid off nine houses

0-east of Washington Square.
been wrong beBasing his statement on sev- He found he had
the cause there was a bathroom on
experience,
eral
years’
husky, high-voiced old bouncer the front porch, making a total
10."
says he first heard the advice of
The crowd was so pepped up
the day be was handed the auctioneer’s diploma. Soundness of after the incident that Auctioneer
up from
the statement is attested by Scudder worked the bid
Scudder’s business card, which $850 to an unexpected $1260.
The
Sacramento
businessshows the genial blockman to be
man was on his sixth trip to
a licensed auctioneer. SacraSan Jose to sell houses in the
mento real estate broker and
area planned for new college
member of the National Society
construction. However, most of
of Auctioneers.
his sales chants echo through"Chet" attended the Reppert
out the Sacramento valley and
School of Auctioneering in Deother parts of the Bay Area.
Diction
catur, 111., and upon c
Work here is done by Scudder
of the course eagerly accepted a
diploma bearing 24 signatures. to fulfill a contract with the State
Whether it be for the fact that for sale of houses on college prophis sheepskin contained an over erty. During this last trip to San
number of names, or for the Jose, he brought in S5200 for the
good experience gained at the State. Many of the sessions comReppert school is not known, manded by him are for charity
Ile oftentimes works
but he claims his Alma Mater though.
to he "the best auctioneer’s without fee to sell for churches.
scout groups, 4-H clubs and other
school in the. world."
civic-minded organizations.
Scudder professes not to havo
What does the good -willed bushad any out -of-the-ordinary experiences during his handling of inessman do in his spare time?
the gavel, but his round face lights Well, seems that whenever Chet
up with a smile when he thinks Scudder gets the chance, he atof the San Jose house with 10 tends all sorts of auction sales
where he is particularly on the
bathrooms which he sold.
lookout for antiques.
"Over on the corner of Eighth
and San Antonio, there was a two.story apartment house which just
HOLIDAY
wouldn’t brine a good price even
though there were 10 bathrooms
inside," Scudder said. "The bid
was stopped at eight -fifty, and
didn’t look like it would be raised.
I called the attention of the audience to the fact that there
were 10 bathrooms and a large
new water heater in the building.
One man in the audience said the
count was wrong and that there
were only nine. We stopped the
82 SOUTH SECOND
auction and had the man go
through the house for a recount.

135 E. San Antonio, off 4th

.Sate time

and

monev at

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA

"If such a technique can be
maid to have any style it will
be through the expressionistic
use of fragments of realism
which will be arranged in full
sight of the audience by the ballet-like crew," said Mr. Johnson.

where you can :elect your own
menu in just few minutes .
and eat economically. too.
175 SOUTH FIRST ST.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Ple,,

CORONA UNDERWOOD

ROYAL REMINGTON

Est. 1900

Free Parking Next Door

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

DANCE BIDS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION

VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING

wonderful, woodsy Woodleu
Faberge’s fragrance
for falling in love’
featured in

"THEE MAIDS"

a United Artists comedy

CREAM
SANDWICHES ICE
MILK
CANDY
PIE
COMPLETE BOX LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch

Deadline for registration for the
Camp Campbell conference has
been set for 12 o’clock noon tomorrow (Thursday), according to
James A. Martin, executive secretary of the Student Y.
The conference to be held
Dec 1, 2, and 3, will follow the
theme: "P o w e rW here It
Comes from and How to Use It."
Several faculty members from
SJSC %ill be guest speakers for
the weekend gathering; speaking and leading discussions on
various topics concerning power.
Students planning to participate
will be allowed to registered later
than the 12 o’clock noon deadline,
but will have to pay an additional
late fee of $1. Total cost for the
weekend including meals is $4.75
for students who register before
the deadline.
Students planning to attend
must provide their own bedrolls
or sleeping tsn. All interested students are invited to attend the
affair, according to Jewell Austin,
conference chairman.

1:3 [AM’S

Dance, Party Highlight
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The Yuletide season will be greeted Dec. 9 at Saratoga Foothill
club when Sigma Kappas present their annual formal dance. More
than 50 couples are expected to dance to the music of Brent Wilson’s
combo in an atmosphere of holly sprigs and mistletoe.
Also slated for the month of December will be entertainment
*provided by the SKs for sick and

Helynn Moore
Repeats Vows
With J. Hilke
The Church of the Wayfarer in
Carmel was the setting last Saturday for the marriage of Helynn
Moore to James Hilke.
Friends and relatives attended
the ceremony and the buffet
luncheon which followed.
The bride wore a soft- grey suit
accented by emerald green accessories. A white orchid centered
her bouvardia bouquet. She, was
escorted to the chancel rail by her
father, Clyde Moore bf Hollister.
Waiting with the benedict was
George Harper.
Sole bridal attendant was Dorothy Jocz. She wore a pale yellow wool ensemble with black velvet accessories and carried a
French bouquet of talisman roses.
When the newlyweds return
from their southern California
honeymoon they will make their
home in San Francisco where the
benedict is employed.
Hilke was graduated from San
Jose State college as a business
administration major in 1949.
While on campus he held membership in Alpha Phi Omega and Tau
Delta Phi fraternities. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Hilke of San Francisco.
His bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Moore of Hollister.
She wasa member of the secretarial staff of the college’s social
science department. The new Mrs.
Hilke also formerly attended San
Jose State college.

Sororities to
.Open Houses

83

Open houses will be held Sunday, Dec. 3, from 2 to 6 p.m. by
the 10 national sororities on the
San Jose State college campus,
according to Miss Evelyn McCurdy, president of’ Pan Hellenic.
All girls are invited to attend
the affairs which are the beginning of the official rush period to
last until formal pledging ceremonies have been performed near
the end of January.
Proper dress for Sunday’s open
houses will be dressy sport. No
individual invitations have been
issued to girls. This notice is to
serve as an invitation to all interested girls.
Purpose of the event is to familiarize prospective rushees with

the facilities and members of the
SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose. California, under
th act of March 3, 1879.
Full l.ai.d wire sisrvic of United Press
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
i 445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Member, California Newspaper Publish.
er’s Association.
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Miss Joyce Bolton of the Home
Economics department, was honor
guest at a dinner party given recently in the home of Mrs. Fern
Geyer
Wendt.
Miss
Bolton’s
friends gathered at the affair to
congratulate her on her assumption of United State citizenship.

needy children at Santa Clara
Christmas spirit has taken hold
County. hospital as part of . the around the Kappa.-Alpha Theta
group’s philanthropic work.
house as the gals busily plan the
Sigma Kappas, in reviewing the Christmas party which will climax
quarter, held their Halloween their fall activities. The Thetas
dance at Alum Rock Lodge where will join with, members of Sigma
new and different costumes were Alpha Epsilon for the affair. Main
the order of the day. Goblins and feature is gathering toys for charblack cats were used as decor for ity.
the party.
The KATs’opened their season
Barbara Lindquist was jointly this fall with a formal initiation
sponsored by Sigma Kappas and and dinner for the spring rushees.
Theta Mu Sigmas as candidate for Presented with membership pins
Homecorping queen. She was a and corsages were Deborah AnNancy
Cuneo,
Barbara
member of the royal party when dres,
she Was806C-fed as an attendant Queener, Nancy Gibson. Jane Irto serve with Alice Dougherty, the win, Sally Simms, and Barbara
Sullivan.
other attendant.

party.

In October six pledges became Thetas transferred from other colmembers at formal ceremonies leges. Dale Bardi, Barbara Lair,
conducted in the 11th street chap- Marilyn Wright, and June Gee
ter house. New members arc: Pat were the newcomers.
Rees, Cheryl Richardson, Cherie
Exchange dinners on the Theta
Brigham, Shirlee Goaman,. Lee
schedule were with Delta Upsilon
Leidig,.and Ann Cunningham.

the Harvest ball held at the Fairmont hotel in San Francisco. The
Bay area alumnae association
played host to many members of
the local chapter and their dates.

Also feted were Kappa Alpha

The Novice Boxing tournament
found SKs and Kappa Alphas
bursting forth in the rooting section as blockbusters. Both groups
got together at the sorority house
for a "coffee date" preceding the
bouts and to make arrangements
for the affair.
’
Theta Chis, Theta MO, Sigma
Pis and Kappa Alphas were among
those fraternities which held joint
meetings or exchange dinners with
the girls.
President Carolyn Plough guided the group during the quarter
with the aid of Dottie Digan as
social chairman.

Group Fetes ’Worn’
At Tea Tomorrow
In Chapter House
Busy days are ahead this week
for members of the local chapter of
Alpha Omicron Pi. On the agenda
Thursday is a tea honoring the
group’s new housemother, Mrs.
John Fish .An alurrinae sponsored
rummage sale is slated for Friday
and Saturday.
Mrs. Fish, a native of Illinois.
came t San Jose in 1942. In addition to her activities with the
sorority, she works vLith retarded
scholars as a child psychologist
and teacher.
Student

members,

under
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Joyce Bolton,
New Citizen,
Is Entertained

Kappa Alplix Theta Capture
Yule Spirit in Party Plans

and Pi Kappa Alpha. ’Members of
Kappa Alpha joined the KATs for
a cider and ’doughnut party Halloween eve after the fraternity.
serenaded Alice Dougherty, jointly
sponsored Homecoming queen ’canThe honoree, formerly a British
didate.
subject, first came to this country
For the novice boxing tourna- in 1937 to spend a year. ’I decided
ment, Kappa Alpha Thetas joined to stay," she said, "and I’m very

happy to be a citizen."
Miss Bolton joined the San Jose
State college faculty in 1944. She
teaches courses in child development and is in charge of the child,
laboratory.

with Theta Chis in assuming the
garb of squaws and braves and
cheering their team on to victory.
Preceding the bouts the guys and
gals held a get-together at the
frat house. The following Monday
the group celebrated securing the
first place trophy at a Theta house

COSMETICS at

MOM
Formal event of the quarter was

MOREHEADFILEMING
DRUG
4" 11).

17

too

Gamma Phi Beta Reviews
Activity-Filled Quarter,

Presertplion l’otarasacists
110 lit ST At /1’
CY

Skli JOU. CA1.111
1.4

MUSIC LOVERS!

Gamma Phi Beta’s quarter activities found the girls entertaining
thirty children from the County Welfare Society at a Halloween
party given at the 11th street chapter house. Children were greeted
by skeletons, black cats, and witches, and decorations were carried
out in the orange and black theme. June Wallenburg served as chairAnother highlight of the quartet*
was the initiation of seven new
Theta Chi’s all-fraternity, all members. Gail Bargones, Nancy sorority party found Gamma Phis
Cityler, Dorothy Edinger, Jean walking off with first place honPennington, Jean Poague, Dena ors for their rendition of the song
Smith, and Diana Spence were "So Long Oolong".

given the black and gold crescents
Founders’ Day was celebrated
to wear after they received the
formal rites. A banquet at the on Nov. 12 when San Jose alumTown House to welcome the initi- nae and members of Beta Theta
journeyed to Menlo Park where a
ates followed the ceremonies.
Another Gamma Phi tradition breakfast was held. This was the
was begun when the chapter gave 76th anniversary of the national
a scholarship dinner. The entree soroCity. Those who participated
was from beans to steaks and the in the affair from the local chapdress was from jeans to formals ter Were Alice Kent, president:
depending on the girls’ scholastic Beth Calvin, vice-president; and
Stephanie
in. speaker.
average.
Taking part in the Novice Boxing tournament with members of
Pi Kappa Alpha, the two groups
rounded up the week’s events by
attending a joint dessert at the
Gamma Phi house.
man for the affair.

A SPECIAL PURCHASE
ENABLES US TO OFFER
YOU A COMPLETE
SELECTION OF . . .
LONG PLAY RECORDS

at JUST

99c

INCLUDES ALL TYPES
OF RECORDS FROM .
JAZZ TO SPIRITUALS
Exclusive in San Jose
at

Campi’s Music
CYpress 3-9291

50 S. FIRST

les Blum’s For

Vote For

the

Joyce Velander

leadership. of Nancy Deli, are
working with the alums in storing, sorting, and selling the rummage sale items. Alicia Ward is
chairman of the tea.

WARM
FLANNELETTE

Freshman Class

various -campus -organizations. Fri- :h
day’s "Daily" will contain a list of 1
San Jose State college sorority 1/4
houses and their addresses.

Secretary

Prs And (;owns

POLKA DOTS

Take Advantage of Our

SPECIAL RATES
DOWNTOWN LAUNDERETTE
321 North First Street
FRIDAYS 2 DRYS

_SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
WEDNESDAYS

CHECKS
SOLID COLORS
COMBINATIONS
NOVELTIES
SIZES 32 TO

38

FOR THE PRICE OF I

463 Sotit-h-Second Street

WO4etiitt

SPARTAN DAILY
ednesday,

Buy For nurse!! Ancf
For Christmas Giving

2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I

GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDERETTE
872 East Santa Clara Street

SUNDAY
/R5.41r4A471,441.Z
PALO ALTO

2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

For Students Only
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Cutttn’ Capers

Dee Portal #4tehethtles
Junior Boxing Tournament

By FERMO CAMBIANICA
This is the time of year when the tooth-OB.-experts allover the
nation are picking their allAmerican teams, so I might as well get in
the act and those my team. (No. I don’t consider myself an expert,
just an average football fan figuring out a team).
The Midwest leads the other sections of the country with four
selections, while the Pacific Coast and the South are close behind
with three each. The Southwest is represented by the only other
position.
Stanford’s all-around end, Bill McCol; and the nation’s leading
pass receiver, Bucky Curtis of Vanderbilt, get the nod at ends, while
Michigan’s Captain Al Wahl and Jim Weatherall of Oklahoma receive
the bid at tackles.
In the guard spots, Cal’s outstanding defensive ace, Les Ritchey,
and Ted Daffer of Tennessee stand out above the rest of the pack, and
at the center spot is UCLA’s sensational sophomore, Donn Moomaw.
Babe Parilli of Kentucky, who has 23 touchdown passes to his
credit this season, fills in at quarterback, Nebraska’s Bobby Reynolds,
the nation’s leading scorer, and Drake’s Johnny Bright, the country’s
leading yardage gainer, find themselves at the halfback posts, and
Texas’ Vic Townsend wins the fullback spot.
Some of the outstanding players that are lett off the first
team are linemen Dan Foldberg of Army, Don Stenealfer of Northwestern, Russ Pomeroy of Stanford. Jerry Groom of Notre Dame,
Bud McFadin of Texas, Raymond Finney of Princeton, and Bob
Cain of Kentucky.
- Backfield men who find themselves among the missing are Vic
Janowicz of Ohio State, Whizzer White of Tempe, Ariz., Leon Heath
of Oklahoma. Don Heinrich of Washington, Chuck Ortmann of Michigan. Eddie Talboom of Wyoming, Kyle Rote of SMU, Bobby Smith
of Texas A&M, and Johnny Karras of Illinois.

Mutnby Seeks
Grapplers for
Novice Meet

Potential "grunt-and-groaners"
still are being sought after by
Coach Ted Mumby for Saturday’s
Pacific Coast-Northern Division
Novice AAU Wrestling meet at
Spartan gym.
SJS has won the team championship during the past two years
and will be out to make it three
straight.
Eight teams will be on hand
to try and upset the Spartans’
apple card, with Stanford and
Cal being tabbed as the teams
to dethrone the Spartans.
The other teams that will be
competing in the novice meet are
Alameda Naval Air station, San
Alison Makes All-Coast
Francisco State, USF, Treasure
Realizing that most of the readers are more familiarized with this Island, and Santa Clara.
part of the country, I will attempt to select two West Coast teams.
Any student who has not placed
McColl and Spartan Billy Wilson hold a slight edge over Bob in a previous novice tournament
Wilkinson of UCLA and Joe Cloldt of Washington far first team is eligible to enter Saturday’s
honors at ends.
event. Former high school competitors also are eligible, even
At the tackles Pomeroy and UCLA’s Breck Strosheln nudge
though they have competed on
out USF’s Burl Toler and Washington’s Ted Holzknecht, while
championship teams or were high
Ritcher and Paul MacMurtry of USC are placed ahead of Arvid
school champs.
Niemi of Oregon State and Bruce MacLachlin of UCLA.
Moomaw’s chief rival at the center position is Bob Moser of
College of Pacific.
Heinrich holds an edge over Loyola’s Don Klosterman at the
quarterback spot, with Cal’s Johnny Olszewski nosing out "HorONE OF THE FINEST ART
rible" Hugh MeElhenney of WashDEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
ington at fullback.
Coach Charlie Walker’s frosh
At the halfback posts Washing- water poloists
will wind up the
ton’s Roland Kirkby and Cal’s current season
this week when
Pete Schabarum are placed ahead they travel to
the Olympic club
of California’s Jim Monarchino in San
Francisco tomorrow to
and USF’s 011ie Matson.
compete in the PAAAIJ Junior
tournament.
Wilkinson Best
Art
The yearlings tangle with the
An explanation is due for not
Olympic club junior starting at
picking Wilkinson at end ahead
6:30 p.m. Thursday, while Stockof Wilson and McColl. Although
ton J.C. meets the Faculty club
this writer feels that the Bruin
mermen. Winners of each tilt will
the
two
than
is
slightly
better
ace
EASY PARKING
return Friday night for the final
that are picked, the selections are
contest.
AT
based on this season’s performThe powerful freshman water..
ances.
wingers came along fast as the
Wilkinson has been heavily season progressed,
and finished as
guarded all season and the Bru- a leading contender.
in passers couldn’t come as
close as from here to Garvey
trying to hit their receivers.
The exception was Bob Moore’s
early season playing and Ted
Narieski’s passing in Saturday’s
game with the Trojans, In which
Led by the passing of Tony GiWilkinson sat out after four
plays were completed In the ammona, the Rambling 1Vrecks
won the independent touch footfirst quarter.
ball title yesterday afternoon at
There they are. I’ll probably get
Spartan field when they defeated
called down for leaving out Harry Newman
Underwood L. C. Smith
club, 7-6.
or
some
other
players,
but
Beck
Royal
Remington
The Wrecks scored with just
I’ll have to stand pat on these
two plays left in the game when
choices.
Giammona passed to Gene Goldberg for the tying Score, and
MAN! Have you tasted the
added the winning conversion
with a pass to Bob Sonky.
Coffee and Donuts at
Newman club scored in the first
Special Rates to Studentsfive plays of the game as Harry
Toporan passed to Tim Woods for
156 WEST SAN FER,NANDO
the touchdown, but the try for
CYpress 2-4842
371 West San Carlos
extra point was no good.
The Wrecks will meet Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, ’fraternity champs
during the past five years, for the
intramural
championship,
with
the date to be determined later.

Freshmen Mermen
Battle Uf, Juniors

orepolgt-Rmif
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Wrecks Take
Football Title

By GLENN BROWN
Due to the inconvenience of canceling P.E. classes and cuffing
Into study schedules, Coach Dee Portal yesterday announced the consolidation of the First Annual Junior Boxing tournament into one night
Thursday. Nov. 30high1ighted by. 17 fop flight matches.
This decision was reached after the Monday wisigh-ins revealesi
a maximum of four boxers in the top weight divisions.
Coach Portal is scheduling the semi-finals and final: in. such a.
manner as to give the winners sufficient rest between beefs.
To expedite the pcogram and*
the semi-final winners relitbout 2.
tively fresh for the final matches,
136411.
the semi-finals "will be run off in - Winner of but 3, vs. winner of
three one-minute rounds. Final
bout 4.
contests will be lengthened to I% Winner of bout 5, vs. winner of
minute rounds.
bout 6.
Thirty-two pugilists,. eight in
166-11b.
each of the 130, 135, 145 and 155
pound divisions, will open the jun- Winner’ of bout 7 vs winner of
bout 8.
ior boxing card. The 16 resultant

knit,

winners will return at the end of
the evening to battle for the
weight division crowns.
Only two men are entered in
each of the other divisions, and
consequently will not make an appearance until the finals.
SEMI FINALS
130 Lb.
Peter Gorvad (CPS) vs. Jack
Fourcade (PSK).
Jim Long (CCF) vs. Roland Feasle (DSG).
1115-lb.
John Jackson (DSG) vs. George
Sweet (DSP).
Ron Giannotti (TC) vs. Harold
Kelm (SP).
145-1b.
Mickie Maramente (TC) vs. Marino Mangiola (DSP).
Wally Trump (CPS) vs. Doug
Wilson (DSG).
155-lb.
Bill Severns (DU) vs. Cliff Tucker (unattached).
Bob Frazier (TC) vs. Chuck Barrena (unattached).
.
FINALS
125-1b.
Don Svvansor. (DSG) vs. Ward
Cai7son.(CPS).
165-1h.
Bill Mendosa (TC) vs. Jim Burke
(DSP).

CIRCUS
RESTAURANT
Lunch
Breakfast
Dinner
HOME-COOKED
FOOD
V

CIRCUS
BARBER SHOP
Try us for a
REAL
HAIRCUT!
Casper.

CIRCUS
SMOKE SHOP

Darrell Dukes (DU) vs. Joe Richards (DSG).
190-lb.
Ron Padilla (TC) vs. Ray Le
kuhl (DU).
Heavyweight
George Schauf (DU) vs. Vince
Malone (DSG).
130-16.
Winner of bout 1 vs. winner of
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DIERKS

Magazines
Tobaccos
Games
Books

CIRCUSh
4th & Santa Clara
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DimourS

Home Delivery... Piping Hot!!

Dressen to Manage
Brooklyn-Dodgers

Chinese

CY 24772

otantern
173 W.
Sonia Clara

IPPow

KeSecturant
6 P.M. - I A.M.
’Sat. ’fill 3 A.M.

NEW YORK (UP)
Chuck
Dressen, veteran baseball manager and coach, was named manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers today.
His appointment was announced
at a press conference by Walter
O’Malley, the genial Irishman who
succeeded Branch Rickey a, club
president early this fall. O’Malley’s revelation confirmed reports
which had been circulating for
several days.

EVERY PFIJOAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
IN-TNE NEW ROSE ROOM AT

"Ricceeti s
STUDIO CLUB

polo alto

NO MINIMUM - NO COVER-
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Grizzly-Spartan- Fighting
Typical of Rugged Games
By "ROD" RODRIGUES
By MANNY ALV1S
sportteseditor
In this column last week I proposed a new football conference for
the independent schools on the Pacific Coast. While most of the
schools involved unofficially favor such a league, it is generally known
that the Univresity of Santa Clara is opposed to it.

Glad to know that the Spartan Daily has readership on the
Bronco campus. This we know because of the Thrust & Parry
letter printed on page two of today’s issue.

The two SC ASBs that wrote the piece seem to be about the only
ones interested in bragging about their school spirit, hence the letter.
First, it IS my opinion and that of others (the same goes for many
football followers) in the Bay area, that Santa Clara fans are genuine
as long as they have a winning team. When things get rough (and
give Len Casanova credit for reading the handwriting on the wan),
SC is minus its support.
Santa Clara "Winning Team" Fans
’,The best that can be said for the followers of Santa Clara is that
they are a "winning-team" crowd. When they played SJS, who filled
the stadium? Not Bronco rooters, but State fans, who sat on the
other aide through no choice of their own.
Of course the Mission Towner* drawaway from home and

before the crowds of the opponent’s team who are the real fans
and come to see their players. Surely they wouldn’t be out to see
the hapless Broncos this year?
And Santa Clara doesn’t draw its own fans. It is the Cal and
Stanford fans which make the turnstiles click. Even the unsuspecting
45,000 that Sat ’through the Loyola game in Gilmore stadium can be
Roa.-.40 have been rooting home their undefeated-bow lhoping teign.
Okar-so they got a surprise. and a tumble!
ilVen the efforts of Santa Clarar to cash in on Big Game publicity fell short this year in their traditional battle with St. Mary’s in
tb.e "Little Big Game". The smallest crowd in the game’s history
piayed canasta at Kezar while the rough Broncos won a ball game.
Gael Rooters Are Tnte Fans
St. Mary’s is mentioned in the Thrust and Parry letter and here
I bow to the well known fact that Gael fans are really "died in the
vool" football fans, win or lose.
They showed this to Spartan fans in last year’s Gael-SJS game
when they loaded thclr side of the stadium and made more noise than
Raider fans even in the final minutes when the game was a lost
Gael cause.

Wanting to Join a conference isn’t bemoaning the fact that
we are afraid to travel the road of an independent, hnt in these
days of platoons and emphasis on gate receipts, unity tsill be the
only salvation against the PCC forces that are steadily crowding
out the independents.

Times were hard on the Santa Clara campus this year and may
be tough for quite awhile. Around here things are picking up. Those
power clubs of by-gone days will never come back to Broncoland but
seem to be making their way into their opponent’s lair..
The Ifiter ltselli’jg_al floor exctse for beating the drilmS.for Santa
Clara and taking pot shots at San’tjose but . . . at least we know
now that there are some Bronco fans all two of them.

Harriers Face
Gaters, COP
In Final Run
The Spartans’ undefeated cross
country team competes in its
final meet ’of the season when the
Raiders tangle with San Francisco
State college and College of Pacific at Stockton Friday afternoon at 3:30 p.m.

COP’. Jack Kirkpatrick indicated that he will be in shape
for this meet, and probably will
be Spartan Dore Purdy’s chief
competition, although the (inters
have a couple of capable runners in Walt Boehm and John
Holden.
Coach Bryant slated that about
12 men will make the trip to
Stockton. Bill Head may be out
of the meet with a cold.
Paul Jennings, winner of the
Turkey Trot, Al and Bob Weber,
Paul Bowen, and Ed Haas, along
with Purdy, will be the main hopes
of the Spartans. while Frank
Paul Flanagan, Carl
Johnson
Moore, Roy Hodges, Bob Anderson. and Newell Strayer. %ill be
on hand to help out the Spartan
cause.

Frosh Cagers
Meet SF State
Friday Night
The SJS freshman basketballers are preparing for their Friday
night encounter with San Francisco State, following Monday
night’s victory over the Santa
Cruz Sportsman club.
The contest’ with the Gaters will
be the preliminary to the varsity
game between the two colleges
at Spartan ,,*ym.
The Spartababes have, split a
pair of games so far this season,
losing to the Willow Glen Zelators, 51-10. last week, and taking
the measure of the Santa Cruz
Sportsmen, 49-32.
Jack Brenner led the locals
with 11 points, while Bab Kirby
led Santa Cruz with seven digits.
Spartans Ed Miller, "Vet" Vettle,
and Dick Arneal, followed Brenner in the scoring with eight, seven, and seven points, respectively.
Coach Tom Cureton’.; men were
leading 19-16 at the intermission.

The brawling and fisticuffs that reportedly occurred in Friday
night’s football game between San Jose State and Montana, in Honolulu, were not, so bad as they were built up to be, according to
Coach Bob Bronzan.
The Spartans’ head mentor, who, along with the team, arrived
back on campus yesterday morning from the trip, seemed surprised
by the concern shown over the reports of the fighting.

According to Bronson, two brief exchanges of punches took

place

in the fourth quarter, neither of*
which lasted more than a few sec- Montana -San Jose State grid ,
onds. They were "just the typical
relations, Bronzan said he saw
flare-ups of tempers that occur
no
reason that would prevent
in any hard-fought grid game,"
he said.
the Spartans and the Grizzlies

One occurred when Spartan from continuing on good terms.
tackle Joe Moulton threw a hard
Ironical twist ,to the reports of
block on a Grizzty defender with the bad-blood between Sari Jose
both coming to their feet swing- and Montana was that bottt squads
ing at one another. The heed were feted at an after:tame dance
linesman, after separating the by the Honolulu police.
antagonists, ejected both front
the game.
Earlier, Bruce Ilalladay, Spartan guard, brought Grizzly Quarterback Tom Kingsford down with
a slashing tackle, directly in front
of the Montana bench.
Montana players apparently did
not like seeing their boy dumped
so hard, and swarmed from the
bench. (It should be noted here
that the Grizzlies were trailing
the Spartans by a couple of touchdowns and were probably all
worked up).
Spartan players gathered around
to hreak up the scuffle and in the
melee. Elgin Martin, tackle, got
tagged with a stray punch that
cut his eye.
Coach Bronzan was emphatic in
pointing out that "beefs" are liable to occur in any football game.
After game reports by sports
writers of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and Honolulu Advertiser
mentioned little or nothing of the
fights. Of the two game stories,
one contained a six-word description with "brawling" being the
strongest word used.

When queried about future

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Corn* as you are.
Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65
Private Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Spaghetti, qt. 65c Ravioli, qt. 75c

A quart of each feeds six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Open II:30 AM. .9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
.00yestairs
’
CY 4-59j5

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
Bernie Isaacson is wearing one
of the typical headgears worn
by collegiate boxers throughout
the nation. A recent article by
Rafe Gibbs, a member of the
Idaho university faculty, in the
January issue of Varsity magazine points out that boxing is

emitted seventh In per-participant-injuries, with only
polo,..wimming, tennis, and golf

havh1g less, This headgear. us-elf-by the Spartans in training and
bouts with other coUeges, is one
of the reasons why the collegiate boxing fataUties are few.
DINAH’S
Complete
friod
Chicken
Dinners
including
Dessert

95

rill cr3sr, of ra, onun
hladsson, Ilsscon.n

BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
CY 44075
AAA-Approved

"Smart Spartans Know!
for
* BREAKFAST
* LUNCH
* DINNER

nue

The SaPPel Mnme
131 West Santa Clara
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Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
a date with the cap-pus queen
or just killing time between classes
the Hasty Tasty is one of the
favorite places for a rendezvous for
students at the University of Wisconsin. At the Hasty -Testy, as in
university campus haunts everywhere, a frosty bottle of CocaCola
is always on hand for the pause
that refreshesCoke belongs.

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-inarks mean Me same thing.
ROMED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

SAN

SY

JOSE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
0 1950, Th. Coca-Cola
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Color Movies
On Australia
Will Be Shown
A group of color films on Australia will be shown tonight at
7:30 o’clock in Room 210 in the
Library, sponsored by the Library
and the Audio -Visual Aids department.
Miss Joyce Backus announced
that six short films will be presented, "Australia Today", "Walkabout", "Fine Feathers", "Men
and Mobs", "Bushland Color Studies", and "Story of a City". 11
The films were sent to the college by the Australian News and
Information Bureau for previews,
and were considered excellent enough to be shown to interested
students.
Dr. William Vatcher,
who has traveled extensively in
that part of the world, described
the movies as "outstandingly fine
- witty and entertaining---with
beautiful color photography."
According to Mr. R. B. Lewis,
coordinator of Audio-Visual Aids,
the movies will be of particular
interest to sociology, geography,
natural science,
ecnomics, and
photography students.
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Pay $9 Senior Fee
"If 3 011 are planning to receise that diploma for Christmas you had better pay your $9
senior fee this rri
warns
Ed Gasper, senior cla
1dent. December 1 Is the nibs
lute deadline and you can’t be
graduated w1thqut paying the
fee, Gasper says.

Placement Office
Lists Jobs in Utah
Openings for elementary school
teachers with bachelor’s degrees
have been announced by a boarding school in the mountains of
Utah, according to information at
the Placement office.
Positions are under Civil Service classification with base pay
salary of $3100.
Men with engineering training
who would consider a job as blueprint machine operator for six
months or a year and who would
then like to work into the field
of drafting should contact the
Placement office for an interview
appointment with a Sunnyvale
firm,

Music Dept. Holds
Morning Recital
At 11:30 o’clock this morning,
the Music department will present
a student recital in Room M109
in the Music building. The public
is invited to the recital, according
to a bulletin in the Music department.
Program for the performance is
as follows:
Jack Morrison, tenor, accom
panied by Ella Mae Turner,Vwill
perfoirm i. Recitative: "Ye People
Rend Your Hearts" and an air: "If
with All Your Hearts from Elijah", Mendelssohn.
Wanda Palmer, pianist. will interpret Nocturne, Opus 1, No. 1,
Chopin. James McGaugh, baritone,
accompanied by Joan Crossman,
will sing the aria, "Deh vieni alla
Finestra" from the opera "Don
Giovanni" by Mozart.
Denice Elder, violinist, accompanied by Ella Mae Turner, will
perform "Arioso", J. S. Bach, and
Lorraine Wood, pianist, will present Prelude in G minor, Rachnianinoff.
Rita Marchoke, soprano, accompanied by Marilyn WIllems, will
-1iing three selections, "My Mother
Bids Me Bind My Hair", Haydn;
The Lass with the Delicate Air",
.Arne; and "Elegie", Massenet.

Science Faculty
Schedules Dinner
The Fall Institute of Science
’Teachers will meet in the Agricultural Hall of the University of
California in Berkeley, Saturday,
Dec. 2, to consider vector control
In California.
The meeting is sponsored by the
northern section of the California
Science Teachers Association.
The control of such vectors, or
transmitters, as mosquitoes, fleas,
ticks and rodents win be discussed
in relation to their natures as carriers of enciphalitis, typhus fever,
plague and other diseases.
John Harville, of San Jose State
college, is president of the section.

Car Service
Afty 7 p.m.

Reference Room of Library Displays News Map of Week
A series of graphs depicting the
new political tine -up in Congress
is one of the features of the latest
edition of News Map of the Week,
now on display in the main reference room of the library.
The news map is a relatively
new device for the presentation of
reports on events in brief. Also
included are a world map in full
color with an assortment of pictures, charts and graphs in further illustration of the significance of happenings everywhere
on earth.
The current number, that for
Monday, Nov. 20, breaks down the
Democratic alignment
in
the
House and the Senate into subclassifications of hot, warm and
cold, or those members of the
party who support the administration all the time, most of the time,
and those who are Anti-Fair Deal
Southern Democrats.

lution in Nepal and the fleeing of
King Tribhubana Bir Bikran, the
war on the Manchurian border,
the nation-wide telephone strike,
VeneThe theme of the large map for the plot to overthrow the
this issue is the history of taxa- zuelan government and the Nobel
tion. The policies of rulers regard- prize awards.
ing the levying of taxes are exThere are pictures of the locaamined in many of the great and tion of the Canadian plane crash,
once-great countries of the world, Nobel prize winners C. F. Powell
including Babylon, Greece, Rome, and William Faulkner, action in
Russia, Spain, France, England, the telephone strike, and the
and the United States.
Changjin dam and the Chosni
Among the news summaries in reservoir on the Manchurian-Korthe edition are those on the revo- ean border.

sion in the national legislature,
and that it thereby furnishes a
key to the possible split over
issues.

A large map graphically. shows
the extent of Red domination in
the Far East.

Frosh to Hear
13 Nominees

Freshman politicos, sprinkling
the campus with their campaign
posters, have swung into high gear
in their bid to take a part in the
The breakdown of the ’Repub- student government of their
class.
licans is into GOP supporters and
In line with a stepped-up policy
frequent supporters of the administration. The value of the graph of freshman ASB participation,
is that it supplies an accurate pic- the 13 council nominees will outture of the lines of political divi- line their programs to freshmen at
a temporary council meeting tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in H44.

SANDWICHES
GOOD DONUTS
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS

IRC to Hear SE
Forensic Group

Open Mon. -Fri.
10 a.m.-12:30 a.m.
Sat. till 3:00 a.m.
Closed Sunday Evening

Here are the freshman hopefuls:
President: Bill Eckert, Bud Cligny, Dave Doerr, and Jack Houser;
vice-president: Charles Luckhardt
The International Relations club and Fred Grassle; secretary: Sally
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Lostz, Joyce Velander, and Louise
Room 20, according to Dr. George Delmer; treasurer: Kirby Campbell, Kit Hadley, Joyce Orlando,
C. Bruntz, club adviser.
and Orville "Kenny" Mitchell,
The San Jose State college Forensic group will debate the proposition;
"Resolved: That a new
world organization of non-comDE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
munist nations should be created
now."
SandwicheJ
"This should evoke considerable
PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
Botwoon 5th & 7th on
discussion from IRC members," I CY 2-4665
East Son Foresail
Dr. Bruntz stated.

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX

Burgerbaskei. SOO
French Fries, Onions, Pickles. Olives

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Jekir if On

all day

DURABILITY.

DEPENDABILITY

It rides more smoothly

It operates more economically

It’s better looking all around

Take one ride and you’ll agree Chevrolet
Is the smoothest riding car in its field. It’s
the only low-priced car combining the
famous Unitized Knee-Action Ride and
airplane-type shock absorbers all around.

Chevrolet’s famous Valve -in -Head Engine, exclusive to Chevrolet in its price
range, brings you an outstanding combination of thrills and thrift, plus proved
dependability, year after year.

Outstanding good looks accompany the
outstanding performance of Chevrolet
carsonly low-priced car with Body by
Fisherand most beautiful in its field,
according to a recent public survey.

It drives more easily

It lasts longer, too

It gives more for less throughout

Enjoy finest no-shift driving with Powerglide Automatic Transmission and 105h.p. engineor finest standard driving
with standard engine and Synchro-Mesh
Transmissional lowest cost.

Many Chevrolets are performing dependably after ten, fifteen or twenty years of
service. That’s one reason why there are
over a million more Chevrolets on the
road than any other make.

Only Chevrolet offers so many performance, comfort and safety features of
highest-priced cars at the lowest prices
and with such low cost of operation and
upkeep. Come in and see it now!

*Combination of Powerglide Automatic Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

our Nee

46/ eV OM’
The Fleetline De Luxe 2 -Door Sedcsat

SPECIAL SERVICE
For College Students
"In

One Day, Out The Next"
ry

Pick-up and
Delivery Service
Wonder
CleanerJ
"House of Personal Service"

every day

PHONE CYpress 5-8763

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER

12th AT EAST SANTA CLARA

Conveniently listed ander "Automobiles" In your local clanifted telephone directory

